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Meanwhile, a number of Kent College students had progressed
through to the IAPS national athletics finals in Birmingham and
Team KC can boast a number of medals, as well as a double
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Birmingham, receiving fantastic reviews.
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GUEST SPEAKER JOHN WILLIS
CONCLUDES SPEECH DAY WITH AN
INSPIRING PRESENTATION

EDITOR’S COLUMN

FROM THE HEAD MASTER’S DESK
As we draw to the close of another exciting year, I am delighted to be able to report that the Senior
School continues to flourish. Confidence in Kent College is reflected in the increasing numbers of
families wishing to place their children here. Following several bumper years of pupils joining year
7, this September will see double the number of children that started 12 years ago. Recruitment
into the Junior School has also been strong, with the opening of the new Garden Cottage Nursery
for babies already full for September.
We are immensely proud of the achievements of our students. The extraordinary rangeof
successes which they enjoy can be encapsulated and appreciated simply by reviewing our
Activities Week, the final week of the Summer term.
During the week, we received excellent IB results. We were delighted by the standards achieved
by our students. The average score was 37 points, which, when translated into UCAS (university
entrance) points is similar to the number of points awarded for straight A*/As at A level. This
score is likely to place Kent College amongst the top IB schools in the UK again this year. Four
students scored more than 40 points, five students achieved a bilingual diploma and every
candidate passed.
On the same day that our IB results were received, nearly £3,000 was raised for the Teenage
Cancer Trust and Power2Inspire by KC students taking part in the sponsored walk. This was,
as always, great fun and a huge success - we are delighted to be able to support charities in
this way.
Once again, the walk concluded in a festive manner, with the very convivial - now traditional House Picnics and alternative summer sports which were enthusiastically enjoyed up at
the Moat field.
Early in the week, we enjoyed delightful and highly entertaining performances of Gilbert
and Sullivan’s ‘HMS Pinafore’ in the garden of The Orchard.
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By JULIAN WALTHO HEAD MASTER

At the end of the week, our young farmers took part in the
prestigious Kent County Show. They were proud to show a
range of livestock that they have reared on our own farm.
Throughout Activities Week, an exciting range of events, trips,
expeditions, workshops and competitions were organised.
These provided tremendous opportunities for our students,
which took them outside the classroom and enabled them to
broaden their educational experience. From exploring Dover
Castle and the historic centre of Canterbury, to camping in
the Surrey Hills, from visiting the Wildlife Park at Port Lympne
to running competitive teams in the Year 10 Enterprise Day;
these are just a few examples of the enjoyable and interesting
experiences that were on offer.
All of this is only made possible because of the dedication
of our staff, both academic and support, who I should like
to thank for all their hard work throughout another highly
successful school year.
Finally, at our Speech Day, we celebrated the achievements of
our Year 13 students, in particular. They have now spent their
last summer at Kent College, some of whom have been with
us for a few terms, others for 14 years. We thank them for all
that they have contributed to the school in their time here and
we wish them and their families all the best for a bright future.
We hope that they will keep in touch with us through the Old
Canterburians Club and look forward to hearing from them in
the years to come.
We wish all in the Kent
College community an
excellent summer holiday!

Reflecting at the end of another successful
academic year, the prospect of aiming high has
been achieved by most, if not all. The results
for academic examinations received in July
have highlighted this, with a set of exceptional
IB results being obtained. There is also the
promise of fantastic A Level results, consistent
with the past, that are fast approaching.
Not only in our academic pursuits has this year
been successful; many of our students have been
aiming high in terms of attempting to achieve
a better standard in their sporting success,
dramatic presentation or musical ability. This
has been clearly seen throughout the year with
many demonstrations of the impressive level of
talent throughout the Kent College community.
Finally, the opportunities to nurture friendships
and aim high in self-development have clearly
been grasped by many, with this commitment
being more and more evident daily, let alone in
comparison to how each was in September.
As this is my last edition as the Editor of the
KC Times, I would like to say a huge thank you
to every member of staff who has contributed
to the magazine, every parent and student who
has taken the time to read it and to the students
at Kent College for contributing such varied
content.

By ELOISE RONDHOUT
Year 12
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By TOM NEAME
YEAR 12
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NEWS IN BRIEF

RUDI
OPPENEHEIMER

INTERNATIONAL EVENING

Year 9 pupils (and some 6th formers) were privileged to hear
the remarkable testimony of Rudi Oppeneheimer Holocaust
survivor.

ANTIBIOTICS UNEARTHED

CHARITIES

It's been a hugely happy and active year for Charity
fundraising at Kent College. This term has included Band
Night and we also held a brilliant and successful 'International
Evening'. Home made food, presentations and songs from
Belgium, Italy, Germany, Iran, Nepal, Tanzania, Hong Kong,
China and Korea made for a great, varied and fun evening.

Add to that the Sponsored Walk and a
number of other charity fund raising efforts
from groups and individuals and the school
looks to be ready to hit its target of £20,000.
This has been raised for good causes such as
CALM, Rising Sun, RNLI, Porchlight, Teenage
Cancer Trust and Power2Inspire

STEPPING UP

Antibiotics Unearthed is a project run by the
Microbiology Society to discover new antibiotics
to fight increasingly resistant bacteria. A group of
students in Year 12 took part in the project, assisted
by the University of Kent. Sophie Blummers and
Tom Neame presented the group’s findings at the
Microbiology Society’s annual conference during
the Easter break. This contained details of the
bacteria that were discovered and investigated
which produce antibacterial compounds. To
be able to be part of this international initiative
and showcase our work was a most informative
experience.
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STEPPING UP DAY

Year 10 recently enjoyed becoming sixth formers
for a day, experiencing a wide range of A-level and
IB classes. Such a day will hopefully help them
decide which subjects they would like to take in
Year 12. They enjoyed the privilege of the sixth form
common room and were able to use it to their full
advantage; however, Regrettably, they could not take
the pool table back to their own common room.
Raising money for charities has always
been a major part of the life and work
of Kent College and Mrs. McGibney
has made a huge contribution to our
fund raising efforts for 20 years. Not
only has she masterminded fashion
shows and lip-synch challenges, she has
co-ordinated every Variety Show! Our
annual summer Band Night, where
we showcase the best of rock
music in the school, was her
original idea. Thank you, Mrs.
McGibney!

VISITORS FROM GHANA

Part of the ethos of our school is that we are constantly
reminding ourselves to look outward. We try to live
on as large a map as possible and remember that,
as a Methodist School, we are part of a large worldwide family. It was, then, a real pleasure to welcome
two visitors from Ghana for a week to Kent College
this term. Mrs. Agnes Hawkson, the Head Mistress
of Mfantsiman Girls’ School, Accra in Ghana, brought
brought with her the Head Girl of the school, Susuana
Acquah. We had a fantastic week with them. Mrs.
Hawkson went to a national Methodist educational
meeting in London and met the President of the
Methodist Conference and Susuana took part in the
boarders’ Summer Slam, went to lessons, attended
Band Night and ‘Pirates of the Curry Bean’ and even
had fish and chips on Tankerton sea front!
Their school has a Methodist Chaplain and we wish
them well as they journey home.

FIRST AID

This academic term, a new opportunity was
presented to the pupils of Year 10 in the form of
a First Aid programme that ran during Activities
Week. Fifteen pupils took part in the one day
course that gave them the chance to be trained
by a professional in First Aid, learning critical skills
such as CPR, recovery positions and the treatment
of wounds and burns through the organisation
‘First Aid For Life.’ This scheme was put
together and run by two Year 12 students,
Garima Limbu and Gladys Wong, along with
Mrs Rutland and Mr Smith.
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KENT COLLEGE STORIES

MUSIC

DIRECTOR OF MUSIC
JULIAN ROSS

A most uplifting concert took place at the Colyer Fergusson Hall on Sunday 22nd April when Sedecim,
Senior Choir and the Choral Society made up of parents, Old Canterburians and former members
of staff, all joined forces to perform Dan Forrest’s ‘Requiem for the Living’. This poignant work has
seldom been performed in the UK, and the choir and orchestra fully captured the drama and contrasting
emotions throughout. In contrast to the newer work of Dan Forrest, the first half opened with a rousing
rendition of Beethoven’s heroic Egmont Overture by the school orchestra before we heard
solo performances from senior Year 13 Music Scholars. Hattie Adley’s beautifully poised
playing of Johan Svendsen‘s ‘Romance’ balanced perfectly with Mendelssohn’s vocal
quartet ‘Oh Come Ev’ryone that Thirsteth’, sung by Olivia Earl, Tara Woodley, Joseph
Hearnden and Christopher Noy. In honour of the 100th anniversary of the death of
Sir Hubert Parry, which will be commemorated later this year, the full power of the
combined choral forces sung his eight part setting of Milton’s Ode, ‘Blest Pair of
Sirens’, bringing the first half to a close in a blaze of glory.
This concert was the culmination of much hard work from many people, so
congratulations to everyone for making the evening such a splendid
highlight in the musical calendar.
A wonderful Lunchtime Concert took place at St Peter’s Methodist
Church on Tuesday 22nd May, given by musicians in the Lower
School. Along with parents, many children in Years 3, 4 and 5 from
St Peter’s Primary School, and Year 6s from KC Junior School
came to support.
The choir performed lovely music by Gabriel Fauré, including
all 4 movements of his Messe Basse, then ended the concert
in complete contrast with rousing renditions of ‘When I grow
up’ from Matilda and ‘It’s a Hard Knock Life’ from Annie.
There were many vocal soloists emerging from within
the choir as well as some accomplished instrumental
performances from individuals and the String Quartet. It
was a really uplifting 45 minutes of music in a fine setting.
Well done to all who took part and thank you to Dr Roy for
directing and coordinating this special occasion.
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A really fantastic evening for Band Night saw performances
by student and staff bands. Special thanks were offered
at the end to all those leaving at the end of this year,
including our wonderful Mrs McGibney who retires at the
end of this term.

Mrs
McGibney
had the original
vision for this popular
annual event many years
ago, and we are all so grateful for
all she has brought not only to Band
Night but to all aspects of KC life. Thanks
also go to Mr Shillito for coordinating and
bringing together the musical side of the evening:
well done to all who took part!
In July, senior students performed Gilbert and Sullivan’s ever
popular satirical operetta HMS Pinafore. Numerous people brought their
picnics and came on board for this special summer’s evening entertainment
in the lovely setting of the Orchard Garden. Lots of fun was had throughout
the week, putting the set together, setting everything up in the Orchard Garden, and
final rehearsals. The double cast featured
Olivia Earl and Alicia Hunt as Josephine, Tara
Woodley and Sophie Blummers as Buttercup
and Amanda Cufley and Grace Morrison as
Cousin Hebe. Well done to everyone on two
splendid performances.
Well done to the Jazz Band, Orchestra, Senior
String Quartet and Sedecim for providing a
splendid musical programme on Speech Day: a
fitting close to a hugely busy and fulfilling year of
music-making.
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HEAD OF DRAMA
LAURA LOCK

KENT COLLEGE STORIES

DRAMA

Playing key roles in HMS Pinafore were Phoebe Douglas, Sophie
Ducksbury, Olivia Earl, Holly Gostelow, Joseph Hearnden, Christopher
Noy and Tara Woodley. For several years, these students - along with
Euan Musgrove - have entertained KC students, parents and faculty
alike, in all manner of productions, ranging from House Drama plays
in Arts Week to the annual school musical: a fixture of the drama
calendar. Whether they have been playing one of a production’s
leads, or performing as part of the crucial chorus and ensemble,
these students and their enthusiasm for performance have formed
the backbone of the drama department.
This July, it is
their turn to step
down out of the
limelight, as Kent
College
bids
farewell to its
annual crop of Year 13 leavers.
The drama department would
like to thank them all for their
contributions over the years.

Even after GCSE and A-Level examinations wrap up in June, Kent College’s drama department remains
in full swing. There have been school trips to live theatre productions; recently, Year 10 drama scholars
took part in a backstage tour at the National Theatre in London. As well as this, the students were
able to experience the backstage environment with a behindthe-scenes pass.
Friday 22 June saw the Year 10 students perform their GCSE
devised pieces.

For some, drama will remain
an important part of their life;
Tara has accepted an offer to
study for a BA in Drama at
the University of East Anglia.
Whatever fresh and exciting
new venture these students
are about to embark on, we
wish them all the best.

But dramatic performances haven’t just been the preserve of
the Drama department this year. Activities Week saw the highly
anticipated annual Summer Garden Opera, directed by Mr Gant
and Mr Ross. This year, an audience in The Orchard witnessed a
performance of Gilbert & Sullivan’s immortal and gleeful satire of the
British class system, HMS Pinafore. Featuring many performers in
Years 10, 11 and 12 - including Ottavio Pagliaro, Alicia Hunt, Sophie
Blümmers, Amanda Cufley, Grace Morrison, Morgan Goodall and
Chris Noy, the music and libretto were brought to life by the theatrical
talents of the cast, as well as by the impressive band and by Mr
Gant’s direction.
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KENT COLLEGE STORIES

SPORT

DIRECTOR OF SPORT
NICK CLARK
Our U13 Girls won the National Indoor Cricket
Championships at Lord's. The girls were
victorious in all 4 of their matches beating Bristol
Grammar in the final game. What a fantastic
achievement.

Two KC students
Aimee Plumb and
Robyn
Thompson
toured the Netherlands
with the England U16
Girls Hockey squad
over the Easter break.
The Dutch team won
the first 2 closely fought
matches but England
won the third game,
which Aimee captained. She also scored her
first international goal on the tour. Well done.

SPORTS DAY
2018

A sea of green, red, purple and blue took to the Moat Field for
Sports Day. Well done to all those who took part
and three cheers to Becket for
winning Sports Day, 2018.

Kent College is delighted that in September Paul Jackson (currently
the director of sport at Kent College Dubai) will be joining us as our
new Director of Sport. What Paul has achieved at our sister campus is
outstanding and we look forward to welcoming Paul and his family to
Kent College Canterbury.
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SPEECH DAY 2018
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KENT COLLEGE NEWS

BOARDERS’ SUMMER SLAM

DUKE OF EDINBURGH
AWARD
Two challenging expeditions took place this term. Gold candidates
successfully completed their practice expedition in the Lake
District; they are now prepared for the qualifying expedition in the
Dolomites, Italy in August. As usual it was a fun, but demanding
experience with temperatures and weather varying drastically.
All 36 Bronze D of E candidates were also successful on their
expedition from Barham to Dover to Elham over 2 days, the hot
weather making the journey difficult. However, they all enjoyed
making their expedition projects from designing t-shirts from
their photos to performing songs; one group even invented their
own sign language.
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LEAVERS 2018
MR. CLARK

MR. ROBINSON

By JULIAN WALTHO
HEAD MASTER
MRS. HUMPHREYS MRS. MCGIBNEY

MR. BURNAGE

OLD CANTERBURIANS
CATE WHITTLESEA

This summer we bid farewell to several of our teachers and I would like to take the
opportunity to express our enduring gratitude to them for their contributions to the
school over the years. We wish those who are leaving us, all the best for the future.
Francesca Waters and Linden Lockhart have completed short term contracts: their
contributions to PE and Games have been much appreciated.
Laura Acebes Garcia joined the school in 2014 as a Spanish Language Assistant
and has more recently been a very supportive Resident Tutor in Austen House.
Laura plans to return to Spain. Ina Laversuch has, for 8 years, taught German
Literature to native German speakers as part of their IB Diploma, achieving most
impressive grades. She’s now a fully qualified counsellor and will be working with
students at the university.
Nick Clark is taking early retirement from his position of Director of the Sport.
During his 8 year tenure, the department has enjoyed many successes at
regional and national level in a range of sports.
Matthew Robinson is leaving after 9 years service to join West Buckland School
as Head of Boarding. A great motivator, Mr Robinson has inspired students on
the rugby field as well as encouraged boys in their studies in Gamon House.
He established the Kent College Social Mobility Fund - a programme which is
changing the lives of its beneficiaries.
Eleanor Humphreys has served Kent College with distinction for 15 years - initially as
Head of Business Studies, then assistant Head of Sixth Form and most recently as
House Parent of the Junior Boarding House. Eleanor has retrained as an Educational
Psychologist and plans to settle north of the border.
Kay McGibney will retire after 20 years service to the school. Kay has contributed in
so many areas of school life: to chapels, the Charities Committee and working with the
Friends Association. She has inspired her students with her passion for literature and many
remember her fondly as the Head of Year 7 who ‘held their hand’ as they started their senior
school journey.
John Burnage retires after 23 years service. He has held a number of roles: starting as Head
of Boys’ PE and Games, he has helped students to reach elite levels in their specialism as well
as instilling many with a lifelong love of sport. In the ‘90s, John and Hilary were caring House
Parents of School House and John took on further pastoral responsibilities as Head of Middle
School and latterly Head of Sixth Form and Careers. A whole generation of students have felt
lucky to have John ‘in their corner’ during their senior years at the College. In recent years, John
has also led the pastoral team as Senior Teacher, providing excellent advice and guidance.
Stuart Worth, Head of Physics, and latterly joint Head of Science, is retiring after no fewer than 30
years of service. He has shared his passion for science through Science and Electronics Clubs and
introduced students to the Physics of the modern age with exciting visits to CERN in recent years.
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Cate Whittlesea (1982) has
recently moved from Durham
University to UCL to become
Professor of Pharmacy
Practice. As is traditional
in many universities upon
the appointment of a
new professor, Cate gave
an inaugural lecture to
colleagues, family, and the
public.
Lectures such as these
showcase the new postholder’s research and its
impact, but also showcase
their journey to the post.
Giving her inaugural lecture
in February, Cate included
some photos from Kent
College and her time as
one of the first 20 girls who
joined aged 11, in 1975.
Lillie Harris (2012) continues to
make waves in the composing
world. Saturday 14th July saw
a performance of her piece ‘My
Last Duchess’ at Jerwood Hall,
LSO St Luke’s, London.
The concert is the culmination of
the LSO Soundhub scheme on
which Lillie has worked this year.
Her pieces will be presented
alongside works from Yvonne
Eccles, Robin Haigh and Nick
Morrish Rarity, who are also
participants in the scheme.
Lillie’s work is based on the
Robert Browning poem of the
same name, and she recalls
her KC English teacher, Mrs
Brissenden, as getting her ‘so
interested in the poem’.

By ROBBIE WHITTAKER
HEAD BOY 2016-2017

CHRISTOPHER SEWELL
Christopher Sewell (1955) shares some memories from the 1950s!
“I left KC way back in 1955 when it was then an all-boy school.
Five years ago, Carol Baker invited me to visit KC with my son and
youngest grandson. It was fascinating to see how little the school had
changed in many respects. It was still using the chapel for its annual
winter term drama productions, but a dedicated theatre [the Great
Hall, now under construction] was in its planning stages. Sadly, the
hugely popular outdoor swimming pool had gone. I also remember the
grass hockey pitch! It was kept in such immaculate condition that the
Kent Hockey Association (or its equivalent at the time) used the pitch
during school holidays. So why it is now an artificial pitch is somewhat
puzzling. And on the subject of sport, we were rather proud of the fact
that Godfrey Evans, the famous England cricket wicket keeper, was a
pupil at KC.”

GRACE BALSDON

Grace Balsdon (2011) was part
of the England side which won
Bronze in the women’s hockey
at this year’s Commonwealth
Games, held at Australia’s Gold
Coast. The team defeated India in
the 3rd/4th place playoff match.
Grace proved instrumental in
securing England’s impressive
performance, scoring multiple
goals in the early stages of
the competition. Grace is also
representing the country in the
Internationa Hockey World Cup.

TACITA DEAN

LILLIE HARRIS

Tacita Dean (1983) is ‘poised to
make history’ this year, according
to an article in The Observer.
2018 sees her present three
shows at top London galleries.
‘Still Life’ ran from 15th March to
28th May at the National Gallery,
‘Portrait’ ran from the same dates
at the National Portrait Gallery,
and ‘Landscape’ is on show at
the Royal Academy until 12th
August.
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An exciting partnership is developing with Kent College and the prestigious Canterbury
Festival. On Thursday, 1st November 2018 at 8.00pm the Kent College Lecture will take
place at Canterbury Cathedral Lodge as part of the festival events. Once the Great Hall
opens, Kent College will become a venue for the annual festival of the arts.

THE GREAT HALL

KENT COLLEGE BOOK FESTIVAL

BREAKING THE GROUND
It was a delight to welcome a number of special
guests at the beginning of the summer term to join
us in a Ground Breaking ceremony for the Great Hall.
Rt. Revd. Trevor Willmott (Bishop of Dover) was in
attendance as were the Lord Mayor of Canterbury,
and Rosie Turner (Director of the Canterbury Festival)
as well as representatives of the architects, builders
and governors. A short service was followed by
refreshments and an opportunity to announce the
new sponsorship agreement between Kent College
and the Canterbury Festival.
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The inaugural Kent College Book Festival attracted an enthusiastic group of
readers, young and old, back into school on the first Saturday of the summer
holiday. In the morning session, we enjoyed meeting two noted children's
authors, Natasha Farrant (The Children of Castle Rock) and our own Lucy
Strange (The Secret of Nightingale Wood). They read from their works, discussed
their approach to writing and answered a range of imaginative questions. In
the afternoon, Patrick Gregory (An American on the Western Front) told us the
remarkable story of Arthur Clifford Kimber, an old boy of Kent College who
lost his life in the First World War. The writer and academic, Paul Rennie, then
spoke engagingly about an exhibition of posters, produced by the
Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents, and the Festival
closed with the cultural historian, David Boyd Haycock, analysing
the significance of Augustus John and his influence on young
contemporary painters. Our thanks to the organiser, Simon Sorokos:
we left the Festival inspired to engage further with new ideas.
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JUNIOR SCHOOL

When you all return in September, you will see
improved facilities but you can return excited
and looking forward to another year of children
being the focus of all that we do.
It has been a great year: enjoy your Summer
and join us in September, confident that the
years ahead are going to be a continuation of
our successes and thoroughly enjoyable for
children and their families.

JUNIOR CHORISTERS

It has been another hectic period for the Choristers. As well
as appearing on BBC1 in the Songs of Praise Choir of the
Year competition and being runners-up in the Barnardo’s
Choir of the Year Competition held in the Royal Festival Hall,
a wonderful charity fund raising concert was held at Barham
Parish Church and then it was off to the Symphony Hall in
Birmingham for the National Music for Youth competition.
What a busy group they are!

RAMBLINGS
By ANDY CARTER
JUNIOR SCHOOL HEAD MASTER

After such a wonderfully successful
year as this one has been, the
temptation is to read all about the
successes in here, relive the happy
memories and revel in the glory.
However, a little like Team Sky in
the Tour de France, what we have to
do is celebrate the success and then
immediately focus on what we can do to
improve further. These gains may often be
marginal but they can also be crucial. After
every piece of work completed, it should
be, what can I do to improve still further next
time? After every lesson taught, what could
I have done to make it better still? What will I
do next time to gain that additional advantage?
A school must continually move forward,
strive for excellence and then improve further
still, over one, two, three or more years: we are
planning, we are looking forward.
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THE BIG SING

Pupils from the four Methodist Schools in the
Canterbury area (Kent College, Lorenden, St.
Peter’s and Boughton) gathered together for
a big sing event. Over 100 Year 4 pupils had
a great day of expert tuition and finished the
afternoon with a concert showcasing their efforts for parents and friends. A wonderful way
to come together.

DALEY
THOMPSON
International sports personality
and double Olympic gold
medal decathlon winner Daley
Thompson visited both Junior
School and Senior School to
promote the Kent College Social
Mobility Fund. Junior pupils had a
great time meeting the Olympian
and getting involved in some
sporting activities with him.
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PIRATES OF THE CURRY BEAN
One of the highlights of the year at
the Junior School is always the Year
6 end of year show. That proved to
be no different this year, as a large,
energetic and incredibly colourfully
costumed cast gave the audience
(who themselves were costumed
pretty colourfully) a rousing version of
'Pirates of the Curry Bean'.

KENT COUNTY SHOW
As usual, staff, pupils and animals from the school farm had a tremendous and enjoyable time at the
prestigious Kent County Show at the Detling County Show ground. Pupils and animals all looked at their
absolute best after hours of preparation and many rosettes were won.

Great singing, energetic dancing
and enough bad jokes at which to
shake a golden doubloon, were all on
show. The infectious enjoyment and
confidence of the cast made for a
splendid evening's entertainment. Well
done everyone!

JUNIOR SCHOOL SPORTS DAY
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GRANDPARENTS’ & PARENTS’ DAY
What a super way it was to end the academic year
by having the annual Grandparents' and Parents'
Day at Junior School. The school grounds looked
stunning, the choirs performed magnificently
and both occasions were a wonderful way to
celebrate the extraordinary achievements of
the children in the school. Well done, everyone!
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